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PERMEABLE FRITS FROM METAL POWDERS 

Limitations in Design 

Donald E. Michels 

Abstract. The fabrication of sintered metal frits with 
predetermined permeabilities has been impeded by un
certain empirical relationships between fabrication conditions 
and leak rates after sintering. Design concepts are given 
here to relate the permeability of a frit to geometrical facts 
about the frits and powdered metals which compose them. 

The leak rate of a frit is fortnulated as the sum of the leak 
rates of chan.nels in the frit. L~ak rates for channels are 
formulated by analogy with straight cylindrical tubes, 
allowance being made for pinch and swell and for tortuosity. 
The lower limit of leak rates for a frit is the leak rate for a 
single channel, a condition which is reached by reducing 
the number of active channels in the frit, not by separately 
reducing the flow in each channel of a collection of 
channels. Closure of channels by contaminants and by 
sintering action is discussed in terms of surface tension 
forces and analogy with soap bubbles. 

INTRODUCTION 

Permeable metal compacts are made by precompacting and 
sintering metal powder so that the porosity remains largely 
connected and open. More severe sintering or more severe 
precompaction results in smaller permeabilities, but process 
control becomes more difficult as the final permeability is 
diminished to near zero. The reasons for degraded control 
and the expected minimum permeabilities are the subjects 
of this report. Experimental work was done with Type-304L 
stainless steel spherical powders. 

DISCUSSION 

The Three-Dimensional Porous Network: 

Study of sintering processes involving powdered materials 
has been done traditionally in terms of the solid part of the 
compact. Such a point of view appropriately fits goals 
concerned with high physical density. However, when the 
objective refers to a tailored permeability, the nature of the 
pore network becomes paramount and density considerations 
are secondary. High densities may be outrightly detrimental 
to the goals. Therefore, it may be appropriate to describe 
the topology of the pore network and changes which occur. 

The qualitative description given will be translated later to a 
quantitative relationship between leak rates on one hand and 
geometrical facts about powders and frits on the other. 
Topological properties include those features which are 
unchanged by a continuous distortion of an.object so long 
as the object is neither torn nor joined to itself. Topology 
concerns abstract geometrical properties without concern 
about metric details of size and shape. Extended descriptions 
of the pore network and its topology have been reported 
·earlier. 1

•
2 

DESCRIPTION - The porosity of a permeable frit is a 
three-dimensional network. A useful conceptualization of 
the pore network, called the deformation retract, can be 
obtained by collapsing the pore surfaces into the pore volume 
until the surfaces form a tubular network which then· 
collapses to a network of lines connecting points. The latter 
are termed branches and nodes, respectively, of the deforma
tion retract and of the pore network represented. Thus, 
the branches of the network connect to nodes, and nodes 
are the conjunction of four to twelve branches. For regular 
arrays of spherical particles, the branches and nodes of the 
pore network can be easily tallied. 

'lbe degree of interconnectedness of the network depends 
initially on the facts related to the array of particles, and 
lastly upon the sintering undergone by the particle array. 
Branches are not stable in real systems and collapse of the 
branches isolates the pore volume at the nodes. Permeability 
of the network depends upon the number of open channels 
remaining after removal of some branches; upon the extent 
of near-collapse exhibited by the branches in open channels; 
and upon the sum of the lengths associated with the smallest 
{diameter) branches in the channels. Flow of gas through 
the pore network is throttled in the branches of the network 
system. Minimum diameters of the system occur near the 
centers of branches and are termed throats (Figure 1). 

1 F. M. Rhines, R. T. DeHoff, and J. Kronsbein. A Topological 
Study of the Sinterlng Process. TID-25376. Final Report for 
the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission by the Department of 
Metallurgy and Materials Engineering, University of Florida, 
Gainsville, Florida. 1969. 

1 R. T. DeHoff, J. Kronsbein, and L. J. Buteau. "Measurement 
of TopologicaLParameters for the Description of Two-Phase 
Structures with Special Reference to Sinteriog." Transactions of 
the Metallul"1fy Society, American Institute of Metallurgical 
Engineers, Volume 223. 1965. 
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FIGURE 1. Throat Geometries. (If the throat areas were recast into 
circular form, the diameter of the recast areas would be as illustrated.) 

Only one kind of throat has frnportance - that formed by 
confluence of three particles because (a) the cross-sectional 
areas of three-particle throats are much smaller than throats 
bounded by larger numbers of particles, and {b) no possibility 
exists for making a stable array of particles which contains 
channels not involving three-particle throats. (A simple 
cubic arrangement of spheres is without three-particle throats, 
but the arrangement is unstable, having 42.9 percent porosity 
compared to approximately 35· percent porosity for a random 
array of spheres.) 

The small effective sizes of throats which derive from the 
confluence of three particles make them the limiting factor 
in the permeability of sintered frits. If the throat area of 
the three-particle confluence were recast into circular form, 
its diameter would be 0.226 the diameter of a particle. 
(See Figure 1.) For a four-particle confluence, the corre
sponding diameter would be 0.523. If the resistance which 
throats offer to the passage of gas is related to the fourth 
power of the throat diameters, then an estimate of the 
relative resistances is given by: 

(
0.523 )

4 

0.226 
28

•
7 

2 

In other words, for the same pressure differential across the 
throats, the capacity of the three-particle throat is about 
3.5 percent that of the four-particle throat. 

In a random array of particles, much of the void space ts 
bounded (in cross section) by more than four particles. 
Such spaces must be considered as nodes rather than as 
throats of branches. The external dimensions of frits may 
be determined by design features independent of the per
formance of the frit. 

The scale of the node-branch network is an Important con
trollable variable essentially determined by the particle 
size. 'lhe dependence is severe: the number of nodes and 
branches (per Unit volume) varies inversely with the cuue 
of the particle diameter. Similarly, the flow-reslricling 

property of the critical dimensions of the channels also 
varies inversely with the cube of the particle diameter. (An 
explanation is given on Page 5, Equation IO.) 

CLOSURE - Closure of the branches is a fundamental unit 
process which has been studied both by computer simulation 
and by serial sectioning of real sintered compacts. 3 Branch 

'Rhines et al. Loe. cit. 



closure (collapse) reduces the number of interconnections 
in the node-branch network. The effect on gross permeability 
is at first merely an increase in the average tortuosity of open 
channels which connect one face of the frit to the other. 
Until about 0.5 of the branches have been closed, change in 
tortuosity is the dominant effect on permeability. Closure 
of branches in excess of 0.5 of the initial number isolates 
parts of the network, and thereby some of the continuous 
channels are eliminated. Essentially no open channels 
remain when 0.67 of the branches have been closed. Thus, 
the greatest changes in permeability of the frit (e.g., from 
10· 2 to 10- 9 cubic centimeters per second) are concomitant 
with removal of the fourth sextant of branches from the 
network. 

Closure of a branch results from redistribution of material, 
specifically deposition in a constriction. Gross shrinkage of 
the frit need not occur and probably ·does not occur for 
highly compacted samples. Point contacts between particles 
(considered here as spheres) are made into circular facets 
by compaction of the powder before sintering begins. Upon 
sintering, the first material to be redistributed deposits in 
the narrow spaces between particles where the deposition 
further extends the effective area of contact. The broaden· 
ing contacts impinge on one another and eventually the 
space between particles becomes circular in cross section 
(as seen normal to the axis of a throat). The diameter of 
.the circular opening depends first on particle diameter; 
secondly on degree of compaction; and _thirdly on 
extent of sintering. 

Closure is immanent at the stage where the cross section of 
the throat becomes circular. The closure process from that 
time probably becomes switchlike rather than gradual. The 
amount of material redistributed during the closure of the 
throat is small in total. Furthermore, considering the 
closure incrementally, the amount of material involved in 
later increments of closure is less than the amounts involved 
in earlier Increments. The amoum of mobile material 
available for branch closure remains the same for each 
increment of time, because sintering is done at a constant 
temperature and the closure of branches occurs only as a 
minor part of the total densification process. Hence, the 
rate of closure {dr/dt) increases as closure progresses. 
Since flow of a gas through a tube varies as r4

, the reduction 
in (potential) flow capacity of the branch decreases at a 
rapidly increasing rate; thus, the analogy to switching is 
used. 

Vaporization of stainless steel occurs when steel is heated 
to sintering temperatures (900 °C and higher) in vacuum. 
The actual rates (mass loss per square centimeter per hour) 
vary with the total pressure within the furnace and with the 
curvature of the vaporizing surface. Some representative 
values are shown in Table I. 
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TABLE I. Volatilization Rates of Sleeve Hous
ings Made from Type-304L Stainless Steel. 

Temperature 

(°C) 

950 

1,000 

1,050 

1,150 

•Volatilization Rates 

( 

milligrams per ) 
square centimeter 

per hour 

0.037 

0.065 

0.11 

0.91 

•Radii of curvature approximately 
0. 6 centimeters. Furnace pressure 
about 1 o-e torr. 

Since 0.1 grams of 15-micron powder4 has (initially) about 
50 square centimeters (cm2

) of surface (reduced to perhaps 
5 cm2 by the time branch-closure rates become critical), 
even the 950 °C temperature would mobilize about 3 
micrograms per minute compared with the 0.6 micrograms 
needed to completely close the crucial sixth of the branches. 
(Volume to close one throat is 1.385 a3 or about 
4.2 x 10- 13 cm3

, (a= radius of throat). A frit of 0.3 cm 
diameter by 0.015 cm long has -1 x 105 branches of which 
0.17 x 105 are the crucial sixth. Thus, (4.2 x 10· 1 3

) 

(0.17 x 105
) (8.2 grams per cubic centimeter)= 

5.9 x 10- 7 grams or -0.6 micrograms.] The estimate of 
-0.6 micrograms should be considered only as suggestive 
since no consideration was given to (a) where the mobilized 
material is acfaally deposited, (b) the actual number of 
branches to be closed in order to reach the target permeability, 
(c) the effective curvature of available surfaces, and (d) the 
vapor pressure actually existing in the pore network. 

The point made emphasizes that adequate material is 
available to close a large portion of the branches in a few 
minutes time, even at temperatures which are low relative 
to common sintering practice. 

The Flow Equation: 

The pore network of a frit is conceptualized {before 
sintering) as a thoroughly interconnected tangle of channels 
which lead from one face of the frit to the other. Upon 
partial sintering (closure of some of the branches between 
nodes), the connectivity is decreased. When approximately 
0.5 of the initial branches have been closed, the inter
connectedness has been reduced so that the remaining 

4 All frlts made in this study used 0. I 00 grams of powder com· 
pacted in a 0.31-centimeter (I /B·inch) bore of a housing. 

3 
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channels are more tortuous than initially - the opportunity 
of a gas molecule to change channels on its passage through 
the frit has become meager. At this time, the capacity of 
the frit to pass gas depends on the sum of the flow rates 
for the tortuous and essentially independent channels. The 
flow rates of the channels will show a distribution of 
values, but in any condition the proper summation is 
arithmetical: 

(I) 

In Equation 1, Rf and Re are flow rates for the frit and 
individual channel, respectively. The number of (independent) 
channels (N) per frit can be estimated by comparing the 
diameter of the frit with the diameter of the particles which 
compose it. A simple cubic (sc) stack of spheres has a ratio 
of one channel per sphere when the tally is made on a cube 
face. This implies one channel per unit of area equal to the 
square of the particle diameter. For comparison, in a 
hexagonal close-packed (hep) array there are two surface 
pores per sphere on the basal face, one leading to a 
tetrahedral pore and the other to an octahedral pore. Other 
considerations suggest that flow through the larger octahedral 
pore will predominate and that the surface opening to the . 
tetrahedral pore can be disregarded. A ratio of one channel 
per sphere remains exposed at the surface. However, 
compared to the simple cubic, there are 2/../3 = l.155 times 
as many spheres per unit area of hep as per unit area of sc. 
For random stacks, the number of spheres per unit area is 
expected to be intermediate between 1and1.155, assuming 
one channel per surface sphere appears tu ln: 1ea~u11ab1e. 
Thus, for a frit the maximum number ot independent 
channels can be estimated by the area of the frit expressed 
in square units of the particle diameter. 

2 
(2) N---

In Equation 2, 

rb is the radius of the frit 
r p is the radius of the particle 

*is a geometric factor appropriate for a 
V-' hexagonal arrangement of spheres 

In the ideal case, all channels are alike so that t::4ualiu11·1 may 
be rewritten as: 

27T ( rrbp ) 

2 

Rf= NRc = ..f3 (3) 

4 

For single channels, flow is constrained by the nature of 
the throats along the path. The throats are the essential 
elements which limit gas flow through the channel. Deriva
tion of the flow-rate equation for channels begins with 
viscous flow through straight cylindrical tubes which varies 
with a4 / Q where a and Q are the radius and length, respectively, 
for the tube. Since the throats are approximated as 
catt:noids of revolution (refer to Page 11), their effective 
lengths can be estimated as a function of their radii. Viscous 
resistance to the flow of gas through a single channel is 
given by: 

M 
v =Tb ~ Q 

. K L...J a4 

0 

In Equation '1, 

(4) 

a is the minimum radius of the throat part of a branch 
Q is the geometric length of the throat 
M is the number of throats in the shortest channel 
T is a multiplier related to the tortuosity of the channel 
b is a multiplier related to the viscous resistance of a. 

caleuuiu lluoat relative to a cylindrical tube of th"' 
same length 

K is a constant related to the Poiselle equation for 
viscous flow 

The computed rate of flow for a channel will depend upon 
how the indicated summation is made. For viscous flow, the 
effects of a series of throats are additive in the same sense 
that electrical resistances are additive in a series circuit, 
that is. arithmetically. Such a summation should be made 
over the pertinent size d1stnbUtlon for radU uf Lluual~. 
However in the ideal case, a11 throats are the same size so 
that the summation can be replaced by multiplication by M. 
Since the flow rate is inversely proportional to the resistance, 
flow rate for a single channel can be expressed as: 

a4 
R = K c: TMllb 

Numerical values for Q and b arc taken as 2.4a and 0.52, 
11;a;l'e,tively. The itr.vr.lnpmont leading to mos"' va!11P.s is 
pre:;euled later on Page 13. 

(5) 

Numerical values for M and Tare interdependent and are 
therefore handled together. The length of the most direct 
chanm:l lluuugh the frit, In units of purticle diameters, is 
the geometric thickness of the frit divided by the geometric 
diameter of the particles and adjusted for the overlap which 
occurs because particles are not stacked exactly on top of 
one another. For the most efficient packing (hep), one 
throat per layer of spheres exists and the layer-to-layer 



separations are V3f2 times the particle diameter. Hence, 
use Equation 6 as a maximum estimate, where t is the 
thickness of the frit and rp is the radius of the particles: 

t 2 t 

M(max) = ~ - f3 = r . '3 
p V~ pVJ 

Tortuosity increases the path length so that the actual 
number of throats is: 

(6) 

(7) 

The value of T is not well-known, but its maximum value 
probably lies between 2 and 3. Its minimum value is one. 
Dynamic effects of gas flowing through tortuous channels 
have not been involved here because extreme turbulence is 
suspected to exist in nodes of the porosity, effectively 
separating the throats which throttle the flow. 

The value of the constant, K, can be derived from the 
Poiselle Equation.5 

a4 

Q 

In Equation 8, 

total flow 
viscosity 

(8) 
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9 
(a)4 rp VJ 

R = I 0 - = I .4 x I 09 
c T t(2.4a) (0.52) [<~','p] (IO) 

Combining Equation 10 with Equation 3 (Page 4) yields 
the flow rate for a frit: 

Rf='!!!__ (.rb2) 1.4 x 109 [(a)3 rp] 
~\rp2 

T t 

= 5.1 x I09 [(rb)2 (a)3] 
rpT t 

Reasonably, the value of a (the radius of the throats) 
depends on the scale of the pore network, and thus is 
directly related to the diameter of the powder particles, 
where w is an appropriate multiplier smaller than 0.226 

(see Figure I, Page 2): 

(l I) 

a=wrp (12) 

Substitution of Equation 12 into I I yields: 

R = S.l x 109 b p 
[

(r )2(r )2(w)3] 

f T t 
(13) 

With the above derivation completed, Equation 13 can be 
compared with data. Table II and Figure 2 show that the 
flow rate of the frit does indeed vary with the square of the 
diameter of the component particles. Q= 

(eta) 'T/ = 
P1,P2 = 

p = a 

downstream and upstream pressures, respectively The empirical linearity of Figure 2 might be real, if either 
average pressure of the two concepts below were true: 

For P2 = l atmosphere and P1 =zero, and helium as the gas, 
the value of K in centimeter-gram-second units is: 

tr(O.S) ( l) 
K = ~~~~~~-

8 ( l. 9 S x 10· 1°) 
l.01 x 109 (9) 

Use of the value K = l 09 in later applications implies both 
pressure differential of l S pounds per square inch (psi) 
and helium as the gas (I.OS kilogram-force per square 

. centimeter). 

Combining Equations 9, 7, and S, and substituting values 
for Q and b yield an equation for the flow rate through a 
single channel: 

5 Saul Dushman. Scientific Foundations of Vacuum Technique. 
Second Edition. Juhn Wiley and Sons, New York. 1962. Page 82. 

l. The variable, w, is independent of particle diameter and 
flow rate truly varies with the square of the particle 
c.liameter. 

2. The flow rate does not truly vary with the square of the 
,particle diameter, but w3 is a compensating variable. 

The straight plot of Figure 2 raises questions because it does 
not extrapolate to the origin. Perhaps the explanation lies 
in some fluid dynamical considerations. 

If Lhe plot of Figure 2 were accepted, then the data can also 
be used to obtain an estimate of w. Using data for the 
30-micron powc.ler: w = a/r p = 0.107. This value may be 
compared to Figure 1 whicn represents a simple estimate of 
a. In the cross section of a conjunction of three spherical 
particles, the central noncircular area corresponds to the 
cross section of a throat. If the noncircular area were recast 
into circular form, the radius of the circle would be 0.226, 

5 
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the radius of the particle. Thus, 0.226 corresponds to a 
pristine value for w; the change to 0.107 can be taken as 
an effect of compaction. 

Compaction of powders in the range of 200,000 to 
325,000 psi, results in frits having (unsintered) leak rates 
that range over about one order of magnitude. Upon 
sintering, leak rates can be reduced by 5 to 6 orders of mag
nitude. If such closure were a consequence only of reducing 

•Powder 

TABLE II. Powder Diameters and 
Permeabilities for Selected Frits. 

••Ftow Rates 

Meon Diameter Diameter 
(5tandard atmosphere) 

cubic centimeters 
(mir.rnns) (microns savared) per second 

1~ !44 0.0776 

q 169 Q,Q616 

30 900 U.204 

38 1445 0.309 

• All frits were compacted at 300,000 pounds per 
square inch (psi). 

• • Frits were in the unsintered condition; reported 
rate is appropriate for 1 S psi based on measurements 
made at 100 psi differential. (1 psi= 0.0007 kilo
gram-force per square millimeter.) 

FIGURE 2. Flow Rate of Frits versus Particle Diameters. 
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the radii of throats, the resulting radii would be on the order 
of ( 1.0) ( 1o- 6 ) 113 = 1o· 2 times the radii of the powder 
particles or about 0.1 microns. (Equation 11, Page 5, 
shows flow rate to vary with a 113

; and 1.0 is an approxi
male a value before sintering.) Such smaii throats could 
not be studied even microscopically since it is not clear how 
they might even be identified. The miniscule amounts of 
contaminant required to close them suggest that real 
throats of that size cannot be important. Thus, severe 
clo&ure& mu&t be ini:te:ad a i:-0m~'111Pnr.e nf rr.rlnr.tions in the 
number of open channels of the frit. Again, there is a 
limit. 

The 30-micron powder has perhaps 35 ,000 channels, 
initially, which together pass 0.2 cubic centimeters per 
second (cm3 /sei:-) 11t a prl':ssme of 15 psi. A single such 
channel wlll pass ~. 7 x 10- ~ 1.;111 l / sc1,. Dd l~ for 3evernl 
frits made trom JU-m1crofi powder show mosl uf lhuse 
flits kak faster than S H 10-s cm3 /oe·c and several lP.ak 
slower than 10- 9 cm3 /sec (the limit of detection), but only 
one leaked in the range between those values. 6 Lack of 
representatives in that leak-rate range presumably results as 
a consequence of switchlike closure of branches which 
siiigly leak fasler than 5 x 10- 5 cm3 /sec. 

Applications of the Flow-Rate Equation: 

MATCHING POWDER SIZE WITH LEAK-RATE 
RFQT ITR F.MF.NTS -- T .r.:lk rnte in the unsinteml condition 
is a guide whid1 i.;orresponds to all channels being open. 
Since major advantages of frits are associated wilh lhe re
dundance of channels, probably a minimum of l 00 to 1000 
channels could be left open after sintering. The larger 
numbers correspond to smaller powders and to the corre
spondingly smaller throats which are more easily clogged. 
Therefore, the desired leak rate (after sintering) should 
approximate 102 to 103 times the flow rate expected for a 
3ingle ehnnncl. Combining the fa1:tor 103 with Eq•.rntinm 

IO and 12 yields: 

l(rp)T4 t(w)3] = Rf 
1 OOORC = 1.4 x 10

12 l 

Equation 14 can be rearranged to yield an estimate of 
particle radius (rp): 

(14) 

(15) 

6 A single sample leaked at a rate of S X Io·• cubic centimeters 
per second. 



Then for any desired leak rate, Rf, the appropriate particle 
size is shown graphically in Figure 3 for: 

T = 2.5 
t = 0.015 centimeters 
w = 0.107 

DESIGNING FOR RESISTANCE TO CONTAMINANTS -
One of the chief advantages that frits have over single tubes 
(which leak at the same rate) relates to their capacity to 
store contaminants in the flow channels in such a way that 
the channel remains open. Empirically, frits are greatly 
resistant to plugging compared to single tubes of the same 
leak rate, but the storage capacities of frits are not known. 

Two considerations are significant: First, if 100 to 1000 
open channels supply adequate redundancy, then during 
sintering a larger portion of the channels may be closed in 
frits made with smaller powders. For example, a 30-micron 
powder will provide about 35 ,000 channels initially (frit 
diameter of 0.3 cm), and leaving 1000 open implies closure 
of about 97 .2 percent. In contrast;a IO-micron powder 
provides about 326,000 channels and 99.7 percent must be 
closed to leave 1000 open (the two frits will have different 
intrinsic leak rates). 

The practicality of the computation given is lessened be
cause the frits made with smaller powders require less 
contaminant to effect a Closure. If the smaller powder 
yields a scaled version of the network given by the larger 
powder, then the amount of contaminant required to close 
one channel in either network will vary as the inverse 
cube of the particle diameter. Additionally, smaller scale 
channels will have more throats in a given thickness of frit 
and should be expected to have, therefore, a larger probability 
for closure of just one throat in a channel. To minimize 
plugging effects, larger numbers of open channels should be 
designed into smaller scale frits even when the frits have the 
same bulk porosity. Further, the numerica I ratio of 
channels versus particle diameter should allow for more than 
the volume of contaminant to close single throats. Thus in 
Equation 16: 

c s number of channels left open in the 
small scale frit 

number of channels left open in the 
larger scale fri t 

radius of the smaller powder 

radius of the larger powder . 

(16) 
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Secondly, the discussion above is not independent of the 
nature of the contaminant although a liquid is implied. 

For particulate contaminants, no a priori advantages can be 
ascribed to choice of scale size for the pore network unless 
the size distribution of the contaminant particles is known. 
Conceivably, particles which might plug a small-scale channel 
would be blown away from throats in large-scale channels 
with no effect on flow rate. Conversely, a particle which 
would plug a large-scale channel could lodge over a small
scale channel in such a way that gas flow would be little 
affected, if any. 

Unplugging channels by heating to the vaporization 
temperature of the liquid contaminant depends on the 
smallness of the radii of curvature associated with the plugs. 
Tiny droplets of liquid have greater equilibrium vapor 
pressures than do larger droplets of the same substance at 
the same temperature. However, the liquid plug in a branch 
takes the form of a miniscus for which the sense of curvature 
is negative relative to a droplet. Thus, in order to destroy a 
liquid plug by heating, the required temperature is greater 
than the handbook value of boiling point. How much excess 
temperature may be required depends both on the actual . 
radii of curvature involved (smaller radii demand larger 
excess temperature), and on the vapor pressure-temperature 
relationship for the specific contaminant. 

CLOSURE OF CATENOID THROATS -Throats7 are 
closed by sintering processes and by liquid contaminants, and 
surface tension forces must certainly play a major.role. If so, 
then bubble experiments are applicable. Collapse of a 
catenoid bubble happens suddenly, once the critical length
to-diameter condition has been reached and involves a 
spontaneous reduction of the throat diameter to zero. When 
the throat closes, the two halves of the catenoid separate 
into independent bubbles which degenerate to disks inside 
the rings which supported the catenoid. This collapse is 
too quick tor the eye to follow, but the appearance of 
disklike films inside the rings proves that the radius of the 
thro11t did indeed pass smoothly to zero. 

In the case of sintering, the volume swept by the collapsing 
throat must be simultaneously filled by solid material. 
Hence the rate of motion is limited by the mobility of 
available material and by the mass involved in the swept 
volume. Of course, mobility relates directly to temperature, 
but no a priori reason exists to expect the closure mechanism 

1 A catenary is the curve made by a uniform chain suspended at 
two points and is expressed analytically as y = cosh x. A catenoid 
is an hourglass-like, three-dimensional figure obtained by rotating a 
catenary about the x-axis. The catenoid surface is curved in such a 
way that at each point of the surface the minimum and maximum 
curvatures are equal in magnitude but opposite in sign. Thus its 
net curvature is zero. 

7 
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itself to vary with temperature. Accordingly then the 
contours of the collapsing throat always pass through the 
same sequence of shapes. 

l. Closure by Sintering. 

With surface tension as the driving force and with material 
availability as the rate-limiting factor, it appears that 
closure during sintering will involve the minimum possible 
volume of material. The process is clearly a nonequilibrium 
type. A mathematical description has not been available 
for the changes of the throat contours during_ closure, but 
the volume involved in closure can be estimated by approxi
mating the conditions at closure with a calculable model. 
Figure 4 represents a transverse cross section through a 
throat that has just been closed. The cross section is taken 
parallel to the direction of flow through the throat. The 
volume of material required to close the throat is estimated 
as that volume included between two spherical surfaces and 
the catenoid when the spherical surfaces are tangent both to 
the catenoid and to each other. The volume is 1.385 a3

. 

The catenaries represent the maximum stable position for 
the advancing throat surface; and the hachured area repre
sents the volume swept during collapse of the throat. 
The surfaces of the swept volume are diagrammed as spherical, 
but their actual shape is not known. The throat volume, 
V c' between the circles of tangency with the spheres is 
obtained by integration as in Equation 17: 

(17) 

The swept volume, Vs, is given by Equation 17 diminished by 
the volumes of the spherical segments which lie between the 
circles of tangency and the origin: 

(18) 

The value of Q is the height of the spherical segment and 
is equal to the x-coordinate of the circle of tangency and 
can be obtained through its relationship to the radius of 
the tangent sphere. A property of the catenary is that 
along a line normal to the tangent of a catenary, the dis
tance to the x-axis is equal to cosh2 x, where x is the co
ordinate of the tangent point. The radius of the required · 
sphere is such a line, hence its length is cosh2 Q. By 
constructio~ (Figure 4): 

Q = r-{rcosO) {19) 
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Since r = cosh2 x and cos 0 = (1 - tanh x), Equation 19 
can be rewritten as: 

Q = cosh 2 Q(l - tanh Q) {20) 

Equation 20 is satisfied by Q = 0.6392 a which can be used 
to evaluate Equations 17 and 18. They have the values 
2(2.3015 a3

) and 2{1.6089 a3
), respectively. The difference, 

1.385 a3
, is the volume involved in closing a catenoid of 

radius a. 

2. Closure by Liquid Contaminants. 

The computed value {l .385 a3
) can be applied to throat 

closure by liquid contaminants, but the physical situation 
involves several qualifications. 

First, the liquid must wet the frit material; a nonwetting 
liquid (droplet) would behave similarly to a solid particle. 
Wetting action implies that the liquid will spread over the 
available surface as far as the amount of liquid will allow. 
A minimum estimate of the liquid storage capacity of the frit 
is given by the interconnected area of the frit multiplied 
by the thickness of the liq1,1id layer. 

Secondly, two closure methods imply different needed 
amounts of liquid in order to be effective. One involves 
throats which are so near to critical before wetting that 
they become critical merely by addition of the wetting 
layer. Such throats will become closed as soon as the 
wetting layer becomes continuous over the critical length 
area on both.sides of the throat. The closure volume 
(1.385 a3

) is an additional amount of liquid needed in 
excess of the amount required for initial wetting. 

For throats which do not become critical upon wetting, 
surface tension at the liquid-metal interface will retard 
the accumulation of a (nonsurface) liquid component in the 
region of the throat. Liquid can accumulate in the pores 
between throats where initially it will fill micro-irregularities 
of the frit so as to give smooth spherical contours to the 
covering surface. Available liquid in excess of that needed for 
smoothing can also accumulate. However, surface tension 
and constraints of pore dimensions will cause the liquid to 
distribute so that in shape the liquid surface will trend 
towards the ellipsoidal. The spherical and ellipsoidal 
surfaces will exist over the bulk liquid in a pore because of 
a pressure differential for which Figure 5 is diagrammatic. 
The liquid surface is stretched taut over the catenoid 
throats. Between throats, bulk liquid fills the space between 
the frit material and the liquid surface. The bulk liquid is 
under a negative pressure which results from a net surface
tension resultant force directed toward the central areas of 
the pores. In lhe lhroat areas, the sense of curvature is 

9 
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FIGURE 4. Closure of a Catenoid Throat. 

inverse, relative to that ofthe pores, and surface tension 
prevents the accumulation of bulk liquid in the region of 
the throats. 

The liquid surface is continuous and movement of liquid 
material through it provides a means of transporliug li4uid 
material from one pore to another. With the pores thus 
interconnected, liquid in the frit will become adjusted so 
that the net curvature will be the same for all portions of 
the liquid surface not immediately adjacent 'to substrate. 
This statement is equivalent to the pressure differential 
across the free liquid surface being everywhere the same. 

If more liquid material is added to the pore volume of the 
frit, the open spaces between throats will tend to· become 

10 

cylindrical. At this stage, instability occurs and bulk liquid 
can redistribute catastrophically to cause closure of the 
channel. Again, soap bubbles provide the analogy for 
determining Lhe critical point. C. V. Boys8 reports that 
cylindrical soap buhhles can be made by maintaining an 
appropri:ite pressure inside them. However, the length to 
diameter (£/d) ratio is limited by their spontaneous 
tendency to acquire a neck when £/dis greater than rr/2. 
For £/d = rr, cylindrical bubbles will collapse spontaneously. 
In applying the observation to liquids in pores, the 
cylindrical length of real pores is somewhat less than the 
throat-to-throat separation, on the order of 0.7 to 0.8 
the diameter of a particle composing the frit. That length 

8 C. V. Boys. Soap B~bbles. Anchor Publications, Garden City, 
New York. 1959. 
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FIGURE S. Disposition of Liquid Contaminants in an Unsaturated Frit. 

divided by 1T suggests the minimum stable radius inside a wet 
pore will be 0.22 to 0.24 the radius of the particles, about 
twice the radius of the catenoid throat of the frit. 

The capacity of the frit to store contaminant liquid without 
closure of permeability could be computed from knowledge 
of initial channel contours, the number of channels involved, 
and the above model of ellipsoidal tubes separated by catenoid 
throats. Thus, the storage capacity is directly related to the 
initial interconnected porosity of the frit and in some cases 
may be a large fraction of that porosity, perhaps more than 
50 percent. 

Geometrical Considerations: 

NATURE OF THROATS - Initially, throats are the mini
mum space between three particles, and the perimeter 
involves cusps. Upon compaction and partial redistribution 
of material by sintering, the pore surfaces tend to become 
circular. However, branches of the network can become 
circular only in a cross section normal to their axes. 
The shape of the branch in transverse cross section is 
important to the effective length of the channel and to its 
effect on turbulence of gas flowing through it. 

Surface tension effects are apparently important in forming 
the contours of channels since micrographs of porous 
metals often show that curved pore surfaces cross grain 

boundaries without a corresponding change in curvature. 
Constrictions in the flow channels will tend to change 
slowly until they reach some critical condition, and slow 
change implies a small driving force. For the case of surface 
tension, small driving force implies low net curvature, yet 
only flat surfacse and catenoids have zero curvature. So 
long as closure conditions are not critical, throats in_ the 
branches can be approximated as having catcnoid shapes. 
The onset of critical conditions about throats can be 
estimated on the basis of their catenoid shape and soap
bubble experiments are pertinent to these problems. 

CRITICAL CONDITIONS - If a soap-bubble catenoid is 
formed between two circular rings which are held parallel, 
the diameter of the throat will diminish as the separation of 
the rings is increased. The bubble is an elastic surface 
which can be flexed repeatedly by changing the separation 
of the supporting rings. However, if the rings are slowly 
drawn too far apart the catenoid suddenly collapses showing. 
clearly that a critical condition exists. Empirically, 
separation of the rings becomes critical when it is approxi
mately 0.7 the diameter of the rings which hold the bubble. · 

. A construct which fits that observation is diagrammed in 
Figure 6 which represents a transverse cross section of a 
catenoid throat centered on a set of coordinate axes. In 
the figure, the equation of the upper curve is y = cosh x; 
that of the lower is y = -r.nsh x. Points along the curve 
(A, A'; B, B'; C, C') represent locations of ring which 

\ 
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FIGURE 6. Collapse Conditions for a Catenoid Soap Bubble. 

(might) support the catenoid (as seen in cross section). 
The rings are perpendicular to and centered about the x-axis. 
The essential similarity between this construct an<l the 
collapse of a catenoid, when its supporting rings (of constant 
diameter) are separated, is the change In the·raliu uf 1iug 
diameter to throat diameter. This change in ratio has the 
~m~ sense whether the ring diameter remains constant 

tangent point is the differential of the catenary equation. 
For the catenary: 

and the throat diminishes (as in the bubble experiment), or 
whether the throat diameter is constant and the ring 
diameter is increased (as implied by Figure 6). (This 
devise is necessary because cosh U = I by definition.) 
A line through the origin will be tangent to the catenary at 
points B and 8

1 
which points represent the separation of 

the rings at the instant the catenoid collapses. The tangent 
line also corresponds to other straight lines which at all 
points lie within the catenoid surtace (a general properly uf 
saddle surfaces). A straight line in the construct which 
passes through the origin and through both A- and C-ring 
locations must be double-valued when the ring is at A, but 
a real catenoid bubble collapses before the supporting rings 
can reach A. It is therefore postulated that the double
valued condition corresponds to an impossible situation 
with respect to linear forces in the catenoid. 

The relative dimensions of the catenoid supported at 
Band 8

1 
can be derived. Slope of the catenary at the 
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y = cosh x 

dy = suih x = m 

For the tangent line: 

y = mx = x sinh x 

Combining Equations 21 and 23 yields: 

y = cosh x = x sinh x 

And which rearranges to: 

x = coth x 

This is satisfied by: 

x = 1.20 

cosh l.2 l.81 

x 
y 

1.20. = 0.67 
l.81 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) . 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 



Legend 

Bubble supported by rings located at B and B'. The tan
gent line B-B' corresponds to development in Figure 6. 

FIGURE 7. Dimensions of a Catenoid Soap 
Bubble at the Critical-Length Condition. 

Equation 26 corresponds to the empirically observed 
separation-to-diameter ratio of 0. 7. The relative dimensions 
of the catenoid at the critical condition are shown in 
Figure 7. 

The derivation of Equation 26 indicates that in order for a 
surface-tension catenoid lo be stable, it must have a length 
shorter than 2.4 times its radius at the minimum point. 
Such short lengths are not obtainable when throats are 
made by the confluence of three uniform spheres. Thus 
the permeability of an aggregate of spheres is unstable 
at all times. 

VISCOUS EFFECTS IN CATENOIDS COMPARED TO 
CYLINDERS - For catenoid throats which remain open in 
a frit, knowing the resistance they offer to the viscous 
flow of gas through them should be useful. The resistance 
of a cylindrical tube is proporliunal to Q./ a4 , and if turbu
lence effects through the catenoid are negligible then the 
resistance of the cntcnoid would be given by iult:gratlng 
the fourth power of the catenoid radius over the length of 
the catenoid: 

Va2 I
Q 

0 

d Q. 

cosh4 Q. 
(27) 
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The factor of two appears oecause it is convenient to use 
Q. as the half-length of the catenoid. The origin of the 
coordinate axes is thus centered on the catenoid throat. 

A plot of 1/cosh4 Q. was made and mechanically integrated 
for values of Q. up to 1.4 (Figure 8). Two things derive from 
that plot: (a) the maximum length of the throat along 
which viscous forces are worth considering, and (b) a multi
plier which indicates how much viscous retardation to 
ascribe to a catenoid throat, relative to a cylindrical tube 
of the saine length and same minimum diameter. 

Figure 8 shows both the incremental resistance and the 
accumulated resistance as a function of throat length. 
At a channel half-length of 1.2 a, the maximum stable 
length, the incremental resistance is about 10 percent 
that of the maximum incremental resistance and is a 
reasonable cut-off value. For the purposes of appJOXi
mations made in this report, considering the length of a 
throat to be 2.4 times its minimum radius would be 
reasonable both from a point of view of critical length and 
from considerations of diminishing viscous resistance. 

The viscous resistance which accumulates over the length 
of the catenoid is the sum of the incremental resistances. 
That sum is plotted as the upper curve in Figure 8 and 
has a value of 0.52 when the half-length is 1.2 This value 
implies that a catenoid throat offers 0.52 the viscous 
resistance of a cylinder when each length-to-diameter 
ratio is equal to 1.2 and the diameter of the cylinder is 
the same as the minimum diameter of the throat. 

SUMMARY 

Developments described are pertinent to design of frits which 
leak in a desired range and which can resist a specified 
contamination load without severe change in frit permeability. 

The leak rate of a permeable frit has been formulated from 
geometrical considerations of the frit and its component 
powder particles. A predicted variation in leak rate with 
the square of the powder-particle diameter was verified 
in the range 10 to 40 microns diameter. Throttling of gas 
flowing through the frit is postulated to happen at three
particle junctures which, upon sintering, become 
catenoid in shape. Models for plugging the permeability 
of frits are offered, based on the catenoid shape of flow
limiting throats. Formulation of the leak-rate equation 
was partly quantified (but does not crucially depend) 
upon catenoid throttles. 
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